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Abstract—Multicast group communication over mobile ad hoc networks has various challenges related to secure data transmission. In order to achieve this goal, there is a need to authenticate the group member as well as it is essential to protect the application data, routing information, and other network resources. Multicast-AODV (MAODV) is the extension of an AODV protocol, and there are several issues related to each multicast network operation. In the case of dynamic group behavior, it becomes more challenging to protect the resources of a particular group. Researchers have developed different solutions to secure multicast group communication, and their proposed solutions can be used for network protection at different layers i.e. application layer, physical layer, network layer, etc. Each security solution can guard against a particular security threat. This research paper introduced a self-organized hash based secure routing scheme for multicast ad hoc networks. It uses group Diffie-Hellman method for key distribution. Route authentication and integrity, both are ensured by generating local flag codes and global hash values. In the case of any violation, route log is monitored to identify the malicious activities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multicast based communication is a vital network service, which sends the data from a source to multiple destinations simultaneously by creating copies only when the links to the destinations split. Multicast routing tree can be constructed to transmit the data from the sender to all the destinations with a minimum multicast tree cost that is used to evaluate the utilization of network resources [1]. Multicast packets are transmitted to all members of a group with the same reliability as regular unicast packets. Multicasting can reduce the cost of communication, consumption of bandwidth, sender and router processing and delivery delay [2].

A. Security issues and challenges

Multicast Ad hoc networks operate in open environment having no access constraints to the network resources. Following are security issues related to network operations:


- Network Security Issues: Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-Repudiation [3].

B. Security Attacks over Multicast Ad Hoc Networks

Multicast communication supports both unicast and multicast operations, so various security attacks can be categorized as per these activities which are given below [6][12][20]:

- Unicast Operation Attacks: Black Hole Attack, Worm Hole Attack, Sybil Attack, Flooding Attack, Routing Table Attack, DoS Attack [33]

- Multicast Operation Attacks: MACT-Attacks, Group Lead Selection Attack, Link breakage Attack, Routing Table attack [20][21].

C. Security Constraints of Multicast Group Communication

It is quite complicated to enforce security rules for group communication due to various facts i.e. Dynamic Group Behavior, Group Operations: Join/Leave, Open Communication: Inside/Outside the Group etc. Security requirements should consider Group Member Authentication, secure key distribution/management, detection/prevention of any threat to the group or entire network, mobility and scalability, etc. Following are the different categories of security provision for group communication:

- Key-based Secure Multicast Routing: With this kind of security provision, any key distribution method based on cryptographic algorithms can be used to secure the group communication. Each group member exchanges the keys for communication. Key distribution faces some issues like key pair production, distribution and management, etc. Key-based communication becomes more challenging for scalable and dynamic groups. Shared Keys are used for node Identification purpose, called authentication which may be quite time-consuming process and its performance depends upon the number of keys to be processed and the number of participants involved in group communication [29][30][31][32].

- Key Generation: It is essential to secure data transmission over open shared medium which may have several security threats. Cryptography is a process that is used to secure data. One can use any cryptography method (Symmetric/Asymmetric) to maintain the level of confidentiality and integrity [11].

- Key Distribution: Key distribution is a process which assigns the generated keys to each node. There are
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different ways for Public/Private Key generation and distribution [32]. After key pair generation, it is also essential to distribute them in a secure way to legitimate group members only. Key distribution process can be performed using key agreement protocols. For secure communication, one can use Diffie–Hellman/Needham–Schroeder protocol for symmetric key distribution or any certification authority for asymmetric key distribution [29].

- Key Management: For key pair management, one can use centralized, decentralized or distributed approach. All key management schemes enforce the rules for secure group communication by utilizing the basic concept of cryptography [32].

D. Intrusion Detection and Prevention

In this case, any unauthorized access to network resources can be referred as intrusion or attack and the methods those can identify its symptoms, called intrusion detection tools [21]. Intrusion detection depends upon various factors i.e. routing information, packet drop, extra control overhead, unavailability of services, flooding, over consumption of network resources, signal jamming, etc. Following are the categories security threats:

- Active attack: An intruder can directly modify the resources, and it can be detected.
- Passive attack: The Intruder just analyzes the network information without any alteration. Captured data may be further utilized to trigger another type of attack [3], and it is quite difficult to observe the passive attacks.

This article contains different sections i.e. Section-I introduce the basic requirements of secure multicast communication, Section-II explores the related research work in relevant fields. It provides brief overview of the key based security solutions, and also investigates some intrusion detection/prevention schemes, Section-III explains proposed scheme, Section-IV & V describes simulation setup/results, Section VI shows the security analysis and Section-VI concludes the outcome of the proposed scheme and its future use.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Key based security solutions

As per above discussion, Researchers have developed various solutions to secure multicast network operations by introducing the concept of group key generation, Key distribution, mutual authentication for dynamic groups, secure group key exchange, intrusion detection and prevention algorithms etc. Hui Xia et al. [4] proposed a multicast trusted routing algorithm with QoS multi-constraints which is based on a modified ant colony algorithm. This algorithm combines the security trusted model and the modified tree based ant colony algorithm with the QoS multi constraints and this combination is used to explore the trustworthy multicast forward paths that prevents the network from various security threats.

Dr. N. Sreenath et al. [5] proposed an enhancement for the Secure Enhanced-On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (EODMRP) to prevent it from various security attacks such as flooding and black hole attacks. Simulation results show that there is some improvement in packet delivery ratio in presence of black hole attack, with marginal rise in average end-to-end delay and normalized routing overhead and in case of flooding attack, it uses simple statistical packet dropping method that prevents the attacks from malicious nodes effectively.

Ahmed. M. Abdel et al. [6] explored the new possible security threats which can degrade the performance of multicast ad hoc routing which includes the different network operations i.e. election of group lead, link errors, repair and route management etc. To interrupt group lead selection process, intruder tries to select a node as lead that does not belong to multicast tree and later on group can be split into multiple groups. Intruder can also send the route repair requests for the routes which actually do not exist, in order to initiate real route maintenance for entire network. To protect the network against these attacks, hop by hop authentication method can be used to validate each route request and certificate based approach can be used to identify the group members and it can also be used for leader election process as well as for route maintenance. Simulation results show its performance in terms of improved PDR under the constraint of compromised network resources.

Ratna Dutta et al. [7] proposed and analyzed a generalized self-healing key distribution using a vector space access structure in order to reach more flexible performance of the scheme. Proposed method reduces storage, communication and computation costs over previous approaches, and is scalable to very large groups in highly mobile, volatile, and hostile wireless networks.

Sencun Zhu et al. [8] presented an overview of the various approaches that have been recently proposed to address the group key management issues and finally discussed several new research directions. Authors focused on ad-hoc and sensor networks and explored most common issues related to detection of compromised nodes, key distribution, Group rekeying schemes etc.

Zahraa Sabra et al. [9] proposed end user solution which is capable to provide secure environment for VoIP communication with respect to QoS parameters using hybrid ad hoc networks. They used AES, ECC192 to implement security features and Voice codec G.729b for simulation purpose.

![Fig. 1. Hybrid Network [9]](image)

Fig. 1 above shows that as per the proposed scheme, Sender and receiver can communicate through cluster heads...
which are randomly selected and these are connected to hybrid networks. Shared keys are computed using SHA-512. Sender side cluster head sends query to Registry server which is forwarded to receiver side cluster head. If cluster heads share same keys, only then a link is established on the basis of authentication, after that sender and receiver can start VoIP communication. If a new cluster head is selected then registry server updates this information. Simulation results show that this scheme offers authentication against non-repudiation and traceability under QoS constraints.

Venilla Rajamanickam et al. [10] proposed an inter cluster communication and rekeying technique for multicast security in MANET using shared private keys generated by key manager. Low cost rekeying method is used when a node joins the cluster. Simulation results show the efficiency of proposed method in terms of low overhead and less computation cost.

E.A. Mary Anita et al. [11] designed a Worm Hole Secure ODMRP (WH-ODMRP) that uses a certificate based authentication method in route discovery process. Authors also analyzed the performance of On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) under the attack of worm hole using different scenarios. Simulation results show the comparison of WH-ODMRP and ODMRP protocols and proved that proposed protocol can enhance the performance by reducing the packet loss caused by malicious nodes.

E.A.M. Anita [12] proposed a certificate based localized authentication scheme to prevent Sybil attack. Results show that the proposed method can sustain the Sybil attack and it is able to maintain the network performance in terms of throughput.

Jiwen Guo et al. [13] proposed a secure minimum-energy multicast (SMEM) algorithm to ensure multicast communication. In order to improve the stability of trust mechanism, the new trust values (calculated by the Bayesian theorem in CR networks) are modified by the iterative control criterion. Trust mechanism aims at guaranteeing the security of network environment, in which the trust information is encrypted to ensure the credibility of trust values. Results show that the time complexity of SMEM algorithm is polynomial.

Ding Wang et al. [14] investigated authentication related issues and presented a improved scheme to prevent the attacks over user credentials, called Kim-Kim scheme. Proposed Scheme offers three different phases i.e. first of all users are registered and key pairs (public & private keys) are produced as saved on server side. Whenever user wants to communicate with other, produced keys are saved on user’s device and to initiate communication, user side and server side credentials are used for mutual authentication purpose. Authors also investigated the potential threats for the proposed schemes i.e. compromise of node, keys, shared medium or server’s session etc. They performed cryptanalysis for each possible threat and they also raised some open issues like dependency of security goals over cryptography methods and offline security threats etc.

Babak Daghigi et al. [15] explored the various schemes which can be used for secure group communication and investigated the issues related to key exchange under the mobility constraints. They focused on the mobility of host as well as member in a group. It is quite complex to manage the validity of keys as any node can leave or join a group frequently. If a group member node leaves the group, that node should not be able to reuse the keys as well as the other resources of the group. If a node wants to join the group, authentication is required but if its keys have been expired, then there is need to reproduce the keys again but regenerated key should be unique. Frequently group updates may lead to extra overhead on group communication, storage key pool for group members and can affect the scalability, reliability and QoS etc. In order to develop a solution for secure group communication, all above factors are considered by researchers and they developed few solutions i.e. KMG, GKMW, HKMS, TMKM, CDLM, HSK, FEDPR, GKMM, LKH, BALADE, KTMM, WSMM, M-1OLUS and SHKM etc. but each solution has its own limitations and there is requirement to explore Key management in highly mobile environment with the provision of QoS support which is essential for secure group communication.

Lin Yao et al. [16] developed a distributed key management scheme which can preserve the keys for nodes. Nodes can utilize the keys on the basis of their trust levels maintained by different nodes. Trust level of keys can protect from the various attacks and node can easily select the keys on the basis of their trust levels and it can eliminate the requirement of certification authority. Analytical and simulation models developed for this scheme show its performance in terms of less control overhead and efficient key management.

Lein Harn et al. [17] proposed an enhanced key management scheme using group Diffie-Hellman (GDH) key agreement protocol by introducing secret sharing method. Analytical model shows its performance in terms of its resistance against the well-known attacks over shared keys.

B. Security solutions for intrusion Dtection and Prevention

V. Srilatha et al. [18] did a survey of the security threats and their remedies for VoIP/SIP protocols. As per their studies, security attacks can be introduced on session management, signaling, call control and credits etc. For detection and prevention, service providers can use intrusion detection system, fake call monitoring system, call analysis and pattern recognition etc.

Jiazi Yi et al. [19] did vulnerability analysis of Relay Set Selection (RSS) algorithms for the Simplified Multicast Forwarding (SMF) Protocol which is used in mobile ad hoc networks. Study shows that network topology can be compromised by misconfigured routers or malicious nodes by using spoofing. Attackers can also inject information conflicts for RSS decision making process. To enable the security provision, authors explained the various attack vectors for different RSS algorithms.

A.m. Pushpa et al. [20] propose multicast activity-based overhearing technique to identify this attacker node in the multicast group. They analyzed the multicast announcement packet fabrication to keep the track of group behavior and on
the basis of threshold value, nodes can be isolated from network. Each node collects the feedback for a specific node and also considers the feedback status about that node to make the final decision. If all feedback collected about a particular node below then the threshold, then it is finally isolated from entire network. Simulation results indicate the impact of attack on the performance metrics such as Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and delay of PUMA and MAODV multicast routing protocols. Results show the efficiency of proposed scheme in terms of detection of malicious nodes w.r.t. less control overhead and false negative alarm rate. Proposed scheme can be extended to identify the attacks over parent selection method, which is used by tree based multicast routing protocols.

J.K.Harika et al. [21] proposed a secure multicast protocol for intrusion detection systems that uses hybrid cryptography to isolate the unwanted network overhead. In hybrid scheme, nodes can negotiate the session key for secure communication that fulfills the requirement of Authentication. Results show that the proposed scheme can defend the network from various attacks such as reply attack, rushing attack, IP spoofing and man in the middle attack etc.

A. Fidal castro et al. [22] proposed an artificial intelligence based solution which utilizes the analytical equations for network intrusion detection and prevention and can guard against several attacks i.e. black hole, Neighbor, route disruption etc. It builds the new rule as per the identified attack and this information is shared with each node. Simulation results show its performance in terms of rate of intrusion detection and response under the constraints of different mobility/traffic patterns.

Hui Xia et al. [23] proposed a scheme which estimates the route as per the assigned trust value and this value can be used to identify the attacker nodes. Trust level can be calculated for nodes as well as for routes also. For genuine and intruder nodes, different threshold values can be set and if any node’s trust value is less than the recommended threshold, this can be identified as intruder. Node’s trust level is used to build route’s trust levels with route’s state. Threshold value is updated, if there are variations in trust values and idle routes are identified and ignored by routing table. Performance of proposed scheme is evaluated by varying speed and density of intruders. This work can be extended further by considering various factors such as delay, threshold variations etc.

T. Stephen John et al. [24] developed an agent based method to identify the intruder nodes in network. Mobile agents are introduced by the sender node and they can adopt any forwarding route to find out any intruder. Broken routes are managed by intermediate nodes. ODMRP and D-ODMRP routing protocols were used for simulation purpose and results show ODMRP’s performance is better than D-ODMRP in terms of delay, control overhead, PDR, energy utilization w.r.t. network size and node density etc. Proposed scheme can be extended ty introducing the concept of inter communication process for mobile agents.

Wei Yuan et al. [25] developed a routing scheme, called topology hidden multicast routing (THMR) which can isolate the routing information to prevent the network from well-known attacks over routing. Receiver insures the identification of sender and shared keys. Route information is isolated for intermediate nodes, in order to avoid the attack on routing table. To make a route request, first of all node produces shared keys for session using RSA algorithm and then generates broadcast messages which are validated by intermediate nodes. At the destination end, received packets are verified on the basis of the relevant keys and all are discarded, if their keys are already compromised. If packets are accepted then a replay is prepared using shared keys and this is again validated by intermediate nodes and finally it is accepted by source node. In case of route errors, short lived public keys are used to propagate broken link information and finally a new route is built, if it can’t be repaired. It shows its resistance against various attacks i.e. impersonation, DoS, packet analysis, fabrication and routing attacks etc. Simulation results show its performance in terms of key computation time, delay and latency as compared to MAODV.

A. Menaka Push et al. [26] explored the packet drop/fabrication attack and introduced a watchdog algorithm based scheme to analyze it. For authentication purpose, it calculates the node’s distance from core and each node keeps the track of its neighbor and in case of excessive packet drop, identified node is eliminated from group communication. If value of core’s distance is altered by malicious node, then it can be identify by the neighbors by verifying the actual distance of core and its surrounding neighbors. If there is any difference between hop count and distance value, then current parent node can be identified as malicious node and finally it is neglected by group. Simulation results show it is able to maintain PDR and control overhead under the compromised situations but improvement in network performance and the impact of security threat, both depend upon the actual location of malicious nodes from the core and these two factors are inversely proportional to each other. Proposed scheme can be further enhanced for another multicast routing protocol.

P. Anitha et al. [27] developed a dynamic pre-keys distribution scheme to protect the network from Sybil attack and they Integrate the proposed scheme with On-Demand multicast routing, called S-ODMRP. Key distribution utilizes the relevant information of each node and common keys are used to establish a secure session and key can be easily validated, if it is common between two nodes. Simulation results show its performance in terms of improved PDR under the constraints of security threat.

N.M. Saravana kumar et al. [28] proposed a key management solution for multicast group operations. It can adopt dynamic behavior of group members as they can join/leave the group at any time using member authentication based on their signatures. Key pairs contain different subset of keys for inside or outside group communication. Key pairs enforce the rules for various operations i.e. group join/leave and data exchange etc. If any other node forcefully joins the group, that cannot access the information due to the absences of previously generated session/group keys. If ex-group member wants to re-join the group, as per the record of session keys, authentication can be done before group joining. Proposed method performs well under Security QoS.
constraints i.e. integrity, confidentiality, key calculation time, data processing time etc.

Xiao Wang et al. [29] explored the possible threats over multicast group communication and developed the solution by considering various factors i.e. mobility, scalability and key management etc. All nodes are arranged into self-organized form having one hop distance to each other and a Group manager (GM) is defined for multiple members. Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol is used for key management and it uses different keys i.e. session key which is common for GM and group members, mobility key and a field keys are used when nodes move to another groups. Keys are generated for a particular group only. Keys are updated as per different network operations i.e. node movement, group join/leave, link breakage etc. Analytical and simulation models show the performance of proposed method in terms of consumed energy for key calculations, control overhead and efficient key management for groups etc.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

This paper presents a Secure MAODV Routing Solution based on Group Diffie-Hellman (GDH) Key distribution algorithm. Following are the basic steps of GDH algorithm (including Phase-I, II & III). Phase IV is used for node authentication before group joining.

Phase I: Proc init(p,g) {

//initialize all nodes and assign p,g values
Initialize Node(s):=n;
Calculateg();
For each node Ni {
Assign (Ni → p, Ni → g) } (1)
}

Proc Calculateg () {
p = getPrime()
//All nodes calculate the value of universal g on the basis of initial value of G using private key i, for key exchange.
initial G=getPrimitiveRoot(p)
Universal g = \{Ni → G^{a,b,c,d,e,...,n}\} (2)
}

Phase II: Proc KeyExchange (Ni, Nj) {

A_i = Ni → g^a mod N_i → p (3)
B_j = N_j → g^b mod N_j → p (4)
N_i → key_i = B_j (5)
N_j → key_j = A_i (6)
}

Phase III: Proc KeyAgreement (Ni, Nj) {

s_i = Ni → key_i^a mod p (7)
s_j = N_j → key_j^b mod p (8)
N_i → skey_i = s_j (9)
N_j → skey_j = s_i (10)
}

Phase IV: Proc Join_Group (Ni) {

If (IsAuthenticate(Ni → p, Nj → g, N_i → skey_i))
{ Set Ni → Join = True;
  Update(Multicast Table, Ni)
} else { Set Ni → Join = False; }
}

A. Key Assignment and Node Authentication

To establish shared keys, all nodes participate in GDH algorithm key generation process to produce a universal value of g which cannot be reproduced by individual node. All candidates submit their private keys i.e. \{N_1 → G^a\}, \{N_2 → G^b\}, \{N_3 → G^c\}...\{N_i → G^n\} to produce g. After generating g, first node becomes group lead and starts key negotiation with upcoming members to generate key pairs for distribution purpose.

Once keys are assigned to each candidate node, group join process is initiated. During key negotiation and distribution process, if nonmembers try to join a group, they are authenticated on the basis of their \{N_i → G^l\} values and finally their group join requests are discarded. After successful key distribution process, local flag codes and global HASH values are generated and each member node is aware of these codes. If any member node does not verify the incoming and outgoing requests, activity logger generates alerts for authentication violations.

B. Control Message Authentication

A node can generate four different types of Route Requests: RREQ is used for route discovery and maintenance, RREQ-J for group joining, RREQ-R and RREQ-JR for tree merge. Only authorized nodes can generate RREQ messages with unique local flag codes. On the basis of these codes, incoming RREQ messages can be verified along with the encrypted flag to ensure route integrity and it is discarded, if local flag code of received RREQ does not match with the calculated local flag code.

Fig. 2. Key assignment and node authentication

Fig. 3. Local Flag Codes
Table I. shows the list of local flag codes generated by one way HASH function during network operations. Following are the procedures used to verify the authenticity and integrity of messages. In case of any violation, Log alert messages are generated.

Proc setFlags (Msg, $S_i$)
{
  Get_Local_Flag_Code(Msg → Type, 1w_Hash());
  Get_Global_Hash_Value(Msg → Type, SHA512());
  encrypt (Msg → flag, $S_i$ → key$_i$) //Receive a Message

  LogInfo(‘Outgoing_Msg_From Node= $S_i$ at Time= $T_i$’);
  LogInfo(‘Outgoing Local Flag Code= $L_f$ at
  Time= $T_i$’);
  LogInfo(‘Outgoing Global Hash Value= $M_g$ → $G_h$ ’ at Time = $T_i$);
}

Proc CheckFlags (Msg, $R_i$)
{
  $L_f$ = Chk_Local_Flag_Code(Msg → Type, 1w_Hash());
  $G_h$ = ChkGlobal_Hash_Value(Msg → Type, SHA512());

  d = decrypt(Msg → flag, $R_i$ → key$_j$) //Send a Message

  If ($L_f = G_h = d$ =True)
  {
    Accept=1;
  }
  else {
    Accept=0;
  }

  LogAlert (‘Invalid_Msg_sent by Node= $S_i$ at Time= $T_i$’);
  LogAlert ('Incoming Local Flag Code= Msg → Lfc at Time= $T_i$');
  LogAlert ('Incoming Global Hash Value= Msg → G_h ’ at Time = $T_i$); } return Accept;

//Receive a Message
  If ($R_i$ → $R$recv (CheckFlags(Msg), $S_i$)==1) $R_i$ → accept(Msg)
  else {$R_i$ → discard(Msg)
}

Where Sender = $S_i$, Receiver = $R_i$, in a particular group $G_i$, at Time = $T_i$, $Msg$ indicates data to be sent, $Msg$ → Type contains Request/Response control messages, 1w_Hash() calls one way Hash function to calculate local flag code. SHA512() calls SHA512 function to calculate global HASH values

Table I. LOCAL HASH CODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAODV Control Messages</th>
<th>Local Flag Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RREQ</td>
<td>824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREQ-R</td>
<td>3308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREQ-J</td>
<td>3976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREQ-JR</td>
<td>6920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREP</td>
<td>816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREP-R</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREP-J</td>
<td>3968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREP-JR</td>
<td>6912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACT-J</td>
<td>3998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACT-P</td>
<td>3294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACT-GL</td>
<td>7486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF-UP</td>
<td>3096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF-DOWN</td>
<td>15400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRPH</td>
<td>932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRPH-U</td>
<td>3316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRPH_M</td>
<td>4084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLO-MSG</td>
<td>28938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast Table Entry</td>
<td>22780518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If any node wants to join multicast group, its keys are verified and a global HASH value is used for message authentication further. In case of invalid keys, all RREQ and RREP are discarded and if keys are valid but global HASH value based authentication fails, even then node cannot join the group. After successful joining of the group, activities of each node are logged and warning messages are generated for all unmatched flag codes and HASH values.

Fig. 4 above sows that RREQ_J of node 6 is discarded due to invalid keys, RREQ_J of node 3 is also rejected due to invalid global HASH value. REQ_J of node 2 and 5 is accepted due to successful message authentication.

C. Key Revocation
If any member node leaves a particular group, all assigned keys are revoked and that node cannot rejoin the group till further key negotiation.
Table II. Global Hash Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAODV Control Messages</th>
<th>Global Hash Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RREQ</td>
<td>a9c596e0d299adbcbcf4eceedd4a3053f530a99c72b863953f5432661f5389e39694e8f6b1eac2f8e0f9a6f0afad83e444b49f6e4e8659659a530a9a61ed1d5372793f968e99ee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREQ-R</td>
<td>fdf2982a61d8584dab1d5a32bb3a475d5f20788881d7c28eb0c50d86897d187d3f965405034932680326776385396452a26648666a68d7946d1065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREQ-J</td>
<td>d456ec5d4076b9309f527e209c7fbc1c0d14d1fe17959500c32871227f03a142a1d5392bf2b1f06b67e9e8f0f7bc2680390b329c340a50b3a351852b22bafa8f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREQ-JR</td>
<td>e60019aada270475155c29a089d7f3c0756364840fe1deb4528ca0d61763e99eb7e31225788b8f05365564045049f357a37e18b8e9b26965189556e543f1065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACT-J</td>
<td>d35108b3c2ecacae6f756525b20f8e95c7b91a9c3454162a99997585e36b415466e847a74e0b8e2fbd2544432c8d0683e14d2550649f8a55383cd71e937c0279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACT-P</td>
<td>7c60399b3c55677b29a8b7822822891a097e876b3323442d94aa388d868327e4a7a193e5759a485ff8917906720b50394e2e9ce26494a1e22d5e17076b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACT-GL</td>
<td>87010222027f2433a17078408b0658b06810d144df02128063d4967e8c25e94e969a97682959b920c7d7d4538bced0197be87697ae8b01901d1e03f3d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF-UP</td>
<td>5d324aa8c8dfcb1710e1c4a1b08574e157c2febed871851f4dc3917ba6098892843d4e5b9806ec71fe64c8455323d89e97c9195f63d49a1c97d6bac743cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF-DOWN</td>
<td>c8b16ebefc20db304957a3630cb76c165e9004e83033d0a02527071bdfba4cf80865995452e9cbe8627e37a20983900ede0b17790005f44df59528992a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRPH</td>
<td>4db9c2544085fae32a3b1ba9b409a424ae1e8662ccff82fae864e1d3d5397494f4e106682174b7b6d95ac00900400999777268574f525a665f6d23485b6e6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELLO-MSG</td>
<td>85ebcf9b63a13a3c2a980d66f653a2a89d9aca20d04824b8b34a432a466b91f22bd61785b52694ba5371e6ce3d45b8c1020383b9c42a24475b755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Simulation Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Scenario</th>
<th>Total Nodes</th>
<th>Sender Node(s) Density variation</th>
<th>MAC Protocol Standard</th>
<th>Key Distribution Algorithm</th>
<th>Wireless Terrain</th>
<th>Multicast Ad Hoc Routing Protocol</th>
<th>Simulation Time</th>
<th>Group Size</th>
<th>Traffic Type</th>
<th>Packet Size</th>
<th>Sampling Interval</th>
<th>Network Simulator</th>
<th>One way HASH Function</th>
<th>SHA512 HASH Function</th>
<th>Mobility Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1,5,10,15</td>
<td>802.11</td>
<td>Group Diffie-Hellman (GDH)</td>
<td>1200x1200</td>
<td>MAODAV</td>
<td>10 Minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>512 Bytes</td>
<td>0.1 Second</td>
<td>NS-2.35</td>
<td>For Global HASH Values</td>
<td>For Global HASH Values</td>
<td>Random WayPoint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Simulation Setup

Following graphs show the performance of entire network using different parameters, i.e., Throughput, Packet Delivery ratio and Routing Load etc.

Fig.5. Throughput

Fig.5 Above shows Throughput of the network with the sender density 1,5,10 and 15. It shows that Routing Load is decreasing wrt sender’s density.

Fig.6 Above shows Routing Load of the network with the sender density 1,5,10 and 15. It shows that Routing Load is decreasing wrt sender’s density. Fig.7 shows the significant improvement in Packet Delivery Ratio of the network with the sender density 1,5,10 and 15.
VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Secure Key management and node authentication

GDH algorithm supports secure communication based on group authentication. At the initial stage, it requires a large prime number P and its primitive root G. All candidate nodes participate to generate a universal g on the basis of their private keys using P and G.

Universal \( g = \{N_i \rightarrow G^{a,b,c,d,e,f,...,n}\} \)  
\( g^j = \{N_i \rightarrow G^{a,b,c,d,e,f,...,n+k}\} \)  or  
\( g^j = \{N_i \rightarrow G^{a,b,c,d,e,f,...,n-k}\} \)

Then \( g^j \neq g \), that means to generate exact value of universal g, intruder must use the key combination equivalent to original participant keys and it depends upon the number of candidate those want to form a group. Shared group key \( s_j \) can be generated, only if \( (a,b) \in N_i \rightarrow g^{a,b} \)

\[ s_i = N_i \rightarrow key_i^a \mod p \]  (21)
\[ s_j = N_j \rightarrow key_j^b \mod p \]  (22)
\[ s_i = s_j \rightarrow only \ if \ (a,b) \in N_i \rightarrow g^{a,b} \]  (23)

If node leaves the group, then \( s_j \) is revoked and it cannot rejoin the group without key negotiation.

B. Secure Multicast Tree construction and maintenance

Local flag codes and global HASH values cannot be intercepted because all these are produced at the time of group formation and regeneration of exact codes by malicious nodes is not feasible. RREQ and RREP are used for route discovery. Intermediate nodes verify them on the basis of local flag codes and forward those by embedding an encrypted flag in their header with global HASH values. All messages without valid flag codes, global HASH values and encrypted flags are declared as unauthorized messages and finally discarded. During RREQ propagation phase, intermediate authorized nodes set their status ON_TREE, if they are not on the tree and update multicast routing table and multicast packets are further propagated. RREQ/RREP messages from unauthorized nodes are not entertained.

An encrypted flag is merged with Multicast Route Activation (MACT) header. MACT-J is used for tree construction or when a node wants to join group. After receiving MACT-J, its flag is decrypted and local flag code and global HASH values are verified to update multicast routing table. Unauthorized MACT-J is rejected and routing table is not updated. MACT-GL is used for new group lead selection and MACT-P for Tree pruning. For new group leader selection, all shared keys of eligible candidate are verified and an encrypted flag is merged with MACT-GL header for authentication purpose. If the selected group leader cannot decrypt the flag, next candidate is selected for leadership and so on. Tree pruning is invoked when a node leaves the multicast tree and after that upstream node becomes a leaf node. Tree pruning is controlled by verifying the shared keys and HASH values of upstream/downstream nodes. After successful verification, MACT-P is processed otherwise it is filtered out. Finally, it can prevent group leader selection attack/MACT fabrication attack.

The only authorized group leader is allowed to generate periodic Group Hello messages (GRPH). After receiving a GRPH message, intermediate nodes update their multicast table after message authentication. Upstream and downstream node authentication is performed on the basis of shared key and HASH value for processing of GRPH-U, GRPH-M, RREQ-JR and RREP-JR etc.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, GDH algorithm for key generation and distribution was used along with MAODV routing protocol. Key negotiation starts at the time of the group joining. All candidates use their private keys to calculate the universal value of g. After that shared key pair is generated and distributed to each participant node only. Fist node becomes the group leader and generates local flag codes and global HASH values, and embeds them with each message. These codes are used to verify the authenticity and integrity of all messages. Local flag codes/global HASH values are used to verify critical multicast operations i.e. Group Leader Selection, Tree Construction and Maintenance etc. All invalid requests and responses are rejected.

As per security analysis, it can be observed that reproduction of shared key is not feasible due to the absence of private keys of each node. In the case of compromised keys, the intruder cannot intercept the local flag codes and global HASH values and without using codes, all routing
messages are discarded. Simulation results show that in the presence of multiple senders, Throughput and PDR of the network increase w.r.t. Sender’s density, whereas routing load is reduced. Finally, simulation and analysis results conclude that proposed scheme can protect the routing information without generating extra control overhead, and it can be further extended to adopt the compromised network environment using different multicast routing protocols.
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